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The following questions are coded based on theme: 
A = Adaptations, E = Ecosystems, HI = Human Impact and 
G = General. Use these codes to help you choose which 
questions or segments to focus on.

introduction  (2:46-5:31)
G 1.   Belugas are named from the Russian word for what?    

      “white one”
A 2.   Belugas use one of the most complex sonars of any  

      animal.
E 3.   Where in the world are belugas found? in the Arctic (and  

      sub-Arctic)
HI 4.   The challenges belugas face are different depending on  

      what? where they live

Tracking Belugas/Cook inlet, Alaska (5:32-9:27)
A 1.   What adaptation do belugas have for living under the  

      ice? no dorsal fin
G 2.   How long do belugas in a group stay together?  

      their whole lives
A 3.   Why do belugas have flexible necks? to better  

      investigate their surroundings
G 4.   Why does Dr. Michaud photograph belugas? to identify  

      them in order to study their social structure and habitat use
G 5.   How long have some belugas been tracked through photo  

      identification? more than 20 years
A 6.   Why are belugas difficult to identify? they are completely 
             white and have no dorsal fin (they have few distinct  

      markings, unlike humpback whales and killer whales)
G 7.   How long do belugas live? 60 to 80 years
 

Somerset island, Canada (9:28-13:57)
A 1.   Why do belugas visit the Cunningham Inlet?  

       to shed their skin
E 2.   Why is the river beneficial to the belugas? the water is rich    

      in food 
G 3.   How often can a female in her prime give birth? once every  

      three years
G 4.   How large can belugas grow? up to 16 feet and  

      3,000 pounds
A 5.   What distinguishes older males from other belugas?  

      they have an upward curve at the tip of their flippers
A 6.   How many beluga “calls” have scientists identified?  

      at least 50
A 7.   How is a beluga well-adapted to living in cold water?  

      it has thick skin, and up to 50 percent of its body weight is    
      blubber

E 8.   List some other animals the Ocean Adventures team sees.  
      a bird (parasitic jaeger), foxes, polar bear

E 9.   The balance of life in the Arctic is, “at best, precarious.”

Note: The timing listed
below is approximate 
and is based on the 
PBS broadcast.
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HI 1.   Why are belugas so important to the people of Point  

      Lay? the belugas provide food, and hunting is part of the  
      native culture

G 2.   How long has the Point Lay beluga population been  
      studied? more than 25 years

HI 3.   Why did the village want to hold a meeting with the  
      Ocean Adventures team? they were concerned that the 

             team’s filming might interfere or create controversy
G 4.   What did scientists attach to live belugas that were  

      captured? satellite transmitters 
G 5.   What information is collected from the items attached to  

      the belugas? information about where the belugas go
HI 6.   How do the hunters move the belugas in a certain  

      direction? they use a “curtain of sound” from their  
      boat engines

G 7.   What do belugas do under the ice? it is a mystery
E 8.   What is occurring sooner and faster every year? the  

      summer ice melt
E 9.   Ice may provide belugas protection from killer whales.
A 10. Where do belugas feed? on the ocean floor, throughout  

      3,000 feet of the water column and on the underside of  
      the ice

 
Commercial Hunting/Baffin island, Canada (24:24-27:53)

HI 1.   How many belugas were killed by the Hudson Bay  
      Company each year? 200 to 300 belugas, sometimes      
      more

HI 2.   What was done with any excess whales that were killed?  
      nothing; they were left to rot

HI 3.   How did the native community suffer? too many whales  
      were killed commercially; there were not enough left for  
      native subsistence

HI 4.   The Baffin Island beluga population is classified as  
      threatened.

Cook inlet, Alaska (27:54-35:00)
HI 1.   When was commercial hunting of belugas banned in the     

      United States? 1972
HI 2.   Why did the natives decide to cease traditional hunting?  

      the beluga population was declining
G 3.   How big is the Cook Inlet beluga population currently?  

      about 300 individuals
HI 4.   What was one reason the population declined? there  

      were too many belugas hunted by native groups (each 
            group didn’t know how many belugas were being taken  

      by the other groups)
HI 5.   What has happened to the beluga population since the  

      subsistence hunting stopped? it is still declining
HI 6.   Name another likely factor affecting the Cook Inlet  

      belugas. seismic oil and gas exploration, shipping and  
      drilling noise, toxic pollution, and sewage pollution
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TG 7.   How much of Alaska’s revenue comes from oil and gas?  
      90 percent

G 8.   Why do opponents of listing the Cook Inlet belugas as  
      endangered say it will make it harder for them to 

             recover? there will be more litigation
G 9.   What does Mayor Begich want in order to place the  

       belugas on the endangered species list? strong scientific 
             evidence of the cause of the population decline and a  

       plan to keep the population healthy and growing
HI 10.  Were the Cook Inlet belugas place on the endangered  

       species list? yes
 

Cancer in Belugas/St. Lawrence and Saguenay Rivers, Canada 
(35:01-44:21)

HI 1.   How long was the St. Lawrence beluga population      
      hunted? more than 200 years

E 2.   How many species of marine mammals are found here?  
      one dozen

E 3.   Why are phytoplankton important? they are the base of  
      the oceanic food web

HI 4.   Why was the Saguenay–St. Lawrence Marine Park  
      established? concern for protecting the beluga whale

HI 5.   How large is the St. Lawrence beluga population? about  
     1,000 individuals

HI 6.   Why hasn’t the beluga population been showing normal  
      signs of increase? young animals are dying of infectious  
      diseases from parasites and bacteria; older animals are 

            dying of cancer
HI 7.   Why are belugas getting cancer? exposure to  

      contaminants
HI 8.   Where do contaminants in the belugas originate? from  

      industry in the Great Lakes region and aluminum  
      smelters

HI 9.   How do belugas absorb these contaminants? through  
      the food chain and also by feeding in the sediment; 

            mothers pass contaminants to their calves
HI 10. What percentage of belugas found dead have cancer?  

      25 percent
HI 11. Myrex is a contaminant that was used in insecticides and  

      was banned in the early 1970s.
HI 12. Myrex is still found in belugas and leads to reproductive  

      failure.
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G 1.   What kind of survey is done to find out where belugas  

      spend their time? aerial surveys
G 2.   What do scientists study using the tissue samples that  

      are taken from belugas? genetics
A 3.   What have scientists discovered about belugas in these  

      studies? that the beluga groups contain large extended  
      families; they’ve also been able to map migration routes  
      and look at their level of fitness, adaptations and  
      evolution

HI 4.   What big question is Dr. O’Corry-Crowe looking to  
       answer? how we can better predict how belugas will be  
       able to deal with changes in the environment  

Climate Change (48:51-54:07)
HI 1.   What do seals caught by the hunters have less of than  

      they used to? blubber
HI 2.   Why are the seals “skinnier” now? young seals feed  

      from their mothers on top of the ice, and when the ice  
      melts earlier than normal, the young seals aren’t able to  
      feed as long

HI 3.   One NASA study warns that the Arctic Ocean could be  
      nearly ice free by when? the fall of 2012

HI 4.   How would walruses be affected by less ice? they  
      recover from deep dives on ice floes, so they’d have to  
      swim to shore, far from the food that they need

HI 5.   How would an Arctic without ice impact polar bears?  
      they could be confined to shore, isolated from their sea- 
      bound prey 

HI 6.   What are some other possible changes resulting from  
      less ice cover in the Arctic? more shipping, fishing, oil  
      exploration, noise and pollution; it could also mean more  
      algae and small animals for belugas to eat

HI 7.   “We are all connected, so what happens to belugas  
      today happens to us tomorrow.”

 


